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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

The rate of interest has a pivotal role across the economy, in a sense it is the link
variable between the Real and the Monetary systems.
In that role it becomes some discount function of Productivity; itself being a measure of
‘capital performance’. When its wearing that hat, its not the current base rate you
should be looking at it’s the 10Y, the yield on the 10Y.
There are two consequences of any form of Central Authority activity in Financial
Markets (including QE); the first being “Round Tripping”; and the second is “Crowding
Out”. The latter is by far the more serious. The important issue is whether or not QE is
normal or not.
Between 1979 and 1983 it took the strict Monetary Control policies of the Thatcher
Government to bring under control; to tame if you will, that monetary tsunami which
was exploding through the macroeconomic system as a result of the crazy parallel
universe Neo-Keynesian “multipliers for all” policies of the previous Labour
Government. In a way exactly as it is today.
In effect HMT are facing into a similar set of problems as they were in 1979; a wall of
crowded out, government generated, financial market assets a lot of short duration but
not all. Of which they have no idea of when and where this bundle of ‘marked money’
will burst out of the world Capital Market system and actually make an impact on the
real economy.
So, at some point this supply of money is going to break through into the UK economy.
It will be recognised in the form of growing Money Supply numbers, the pound begins
to behave like the dollar; exactly the same place as Thatcher and Co. found themselves
in 1979. “Bank Rate’ (BR) got to 16% (I think it made 17) to choke off that Money in the
longer run and then rates settled at an equilibrium 10 or so. Oil Prices rising,
commodities, crucially generalized as ‘Inflation Expectations’; if these become settled
then they factor into rates not only at the short end.
It’s a one-way bet rates for now, the up-escalator!
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The Lessons of History
The Term Structure of
Interest Rates

Now the Government has actually not only run out of money (or as close to, last-month’s
surplus for mid-term was a blip; the oil price will see to that & today’s GDP dip revision
to 0.55 is significant in its margin of error) it has run of ‘confidence’; so its an
inevitability rates will tend back towards equilibrium or natural rates; inflation
expectations may mean that base rates will over shoot that for a while (1983) – that is
the logic.
There is what is known as a “natural rate of interest” which is roughly equal to
productivity growth i.e. the rate of interest in real terms should discount the rate of
productivity growth.
Over the short term we are heading towards a base rate of roughly 4.5% (beyond the
calendar but not much) the only reason rates are below that level is Government
subsidy i.e. QE – right? All other rates ratchet off base (as you know).
But the rate of interest has a pivotal role across the economy, in a sense it is the link
variable between the Real and the Monetary systems.
In that role it becomes some discount function of Productivity; itself being a measure of
‘capital performance’. When its wearing that hat, its not the current base rate you
should be looking at it’s the 10Y, the yield on the 10Y.
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QUANTITATIVE
EASING

On the 6th March 2009 asymptotix referred a definition of Quantitative Easing (QE)
prepared by Morgan Stanley, that remains available here on that same page we
referred a critique of the Morgan Stanley exposition, which was more a critique of QE
per se by our renowned Keynesian associate; Robert McDowell. The dates are
important and so, of course is the Keynesian concept. This is since (donc) QE is in its
essence a manipulation of the Monetary Base to effect an alteration in real yields in the
economy and thus incentivise entrepreneurial activity. There are fundamental
differences of opinion as to whether QE can possibly work between the Keynesians who
think it cannot and the Monetarists who think it is the only tool available to Central
Authorities to ‘bounce’ an economy of the floor of a depression. A ‘Liquidity Trap’ as
the great man termed it. I am over-simplifying (I want someone to read this)! Certainly
there are two consequences of any form of Central Authority activity in Financial
Markets (including QE) which seem to obviously be consequent and which recent
empirical evidence has validated do in fact occur. Asymptotix has discussed both these
phenomena in detail since that exposition of QE; the first being “Round Tripping”;
which is discussed here and the second is “Crowding Out”, which is discussed here The
latter is by far the more serious. In fact however bonkers the former may seem, it is
irrelevant in itself to the material functioning of the economy and is (in an ironic way)
fundamental to the achievement of QE; since the idea of QE put simply is to allow so
much cash or near cash liquid assets to wallow or swish around the capital markets that
eventually some of it spills over the walls of the castle onto the ordinary plebs.
In spite of the view of the Keynesians that Crowding Out is an illogical concept and can
never occur it does appear that it has in fact occurred this time round, with
incontrovertible evidence to support that occurrence being referenced by Mervyn King
recently. Again Asymptotix referred that evidence here and when I discussed this
evidential contradiction of one his most passionately held beliefs about economics with
“our man in Cambridge” his reply was so funny that I have to quote it here; “oh I didn’t
mean that kind of ‘Crowding Out’; it’s the other more REAL type of ‘Crowding Out’, I
was referring to”.
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Political Economy
UK instantaneous nominal forward curve 12TH Feb MMXi
We are talking Political Economy here and I
should not be frivolous since there is an
important issue here and its not really does QE
work or not. The important issue is whether or
not QE is normal or not. Ironically Keynesians
who do not believe in Crowding Out think QE
can be normal, Monetarists on the other hand
understand that the State has to get the hell
out of the market since it crowds out normal
market activity. In other words there is a finite
limit on the supply of capital at any one
instance of time; supply of capital is not
limitlessly elastic in response to demand. Test
the reverse assumption in your head; the
Keynesian notion of multipliers whereby each
creation of a stock of government debt creates
another credit in the bank for some (notional
and Platonically perfect) institution which it
can then go and lend to Mr Metal Basher to
export to the Netherlands and this happens
continuously with multipliers into a persistent
nirvana of Brown’s Golden Rule! Where do
you get to?
In my view the monetarist perspective has been entirely validated by the experience of
the last few years as it was in 1979 – 1983. Indeed over the last three years and given the
position we all find ourselves in, right now in the autumn of 2010. The British Treasury’s
Neo-Keynesian belief in multipliers triggered by greater government spending leading to
an ever (if gently) upward sloping growth path, entailing that all government debt (Gilt
Issuance) would somehow magically be paid off (in some kind of automatic feedback
loop) and full employment could be maintained as a result of a completely OTT public
sector, came to an end as George Osborne pointed out with Byrne’s note “there is no
money left” and thus everything taught in Cambridge in the field of economics since the
second world war has been proved to be no better than a pipe dream of Edgar Allan Poe
or some ridiculous rubbish of Wordsworth. Gordon Brown referred that madness as “The
Golden Rule”; New Labour Macroeconomic Policy
I learned my monetarism in the Adam Smith school of Political Economy in that Red Flag
city of Glasgow, ironically enough. The puncture to that irony is the hard-headed-ness of
the Glaswegian, the perspective of RealPolitik; ‘feet on the ground’; do the numbers add
up? Empiricism rather than fancy words. I ended up testing Friedman and saw that the
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numbers did actually add-up.

BRASS TACKS
An old friend who is Lancastrian and an
experienced man in the City of London (in
reality not theory) has been interrogating me
recently on what happens to the yield on the
ten year Gilt when finally the Bank of England
is asked to terminate this QE madness or is it
QE2, that great ship built in Clydebank? Here
is another example of questions I get regularly;
“The mortgage on my house is currently 5.95%
which is due to expire in October.....I was
planning on moving straight to the standard
variable rate upon expiry as this would likely
be lower than what I’m currently paying. But
from what you suggest this may not be the
case. Hmmm, do I look at arranging another
fixed deal before October (hopefully at a
lower rate) or do I go for SVR”

I replied; “Don’t worry you are not the only one asking me this, fixed deals are rising
astronomically in the mortgage market anyway right now but what is certain is that over 3
years variable rates could go much higher you wont get a fixed deal below 6.5 ish right
now, if you get that take it fixed even 7 in my view and over the longest period to which
the lender will stretch it’s a one-way bet on rates in the medium term (that’s why stock
market valuations are so bonkers btw) … so lock in as low as they are willing to hedge ..
but the UK lenders have already moved ..”
Soros in a speech yesterday blamed QE for everything going wrong in Germany and called
for Fiscal expansion (“spade & shovel”) in the spirit of 1936. Keynes himself never once
even sketchily described a “Golden Rule”, in fact if you actually read what he wrote (not
Roy Harrod and those who came after) he had more understanding of monetary
phenomena than alumni and disciples of that cult of economics which developed in his
name in that “funny wee place in the Fens”.
What really happens next? The cost of money is zero (UK Bank rate is 0.5%) but noone can
get any. The Yield on the ten year gilt today is 3% give or take, one month money is on a
negative yield as I write. This is not a stable equilibrium steady state. It’s literally “off the
chart”! The difference between Bank Rate and the 10YG is explained almost wholly by QE
(for the anoraks). OK it’s a Factor Model and everyone has a theoretical Bayesian prior as
to what should fulfill the orthogonal demands of that asymptotic approximator: Inflation
Expectations can idiosyncratically explain anything away; but basically it’s the Keynesian
idea of ‘base rate’ being some discount function of Productivity (itself being a measure of
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‘capital performance’ if you like).

LABOUR/
CONSERVATIVE
TRANSITION

The last time a Labour government was bounced out of power in the United Kingdom,
what happened? 1979 – the St Francis of Assisi quotation (although she thought it was
actually written by Hayek, who dedicates “The Constitution of Liberty” with the Holy
Saint’s aphorism). The Falklands’ War was 1982 just to locate you on a slide rule of
years. The boom didn’t really start until ’83; but from entry and sacking Geoffrey Howe
for not squeezing sufficiently hard on the way, Thatcher twisted the monetary knife into
the UK economy (forget the industrial unrest – the monetary numbers in terms of M3
and “bank rate” are total shock and awe). Sir Keith Joseph, Prof Patrick Minford, Lawson
himself was no slouch, he had worked on the City Desks in Fleet Street and had been Lex
for a while before he became Chancellor.
In times of hyper-inflating commodity prices (e.g. Oil, coffee, wheat, steel, copper – not
Gold, Gold is not a commodity) then the rate of interest follows commodity prices tick
by tick with a lag due purely to the political process. That was observed by the Bank of
England recently. In that instance, commodity prices directly crank the inflation handle
thus leading to a growing monetary base simply through the inelastic factors in the
Demand for Money function. Thus each lagged tick in the base rate simply sweeps that
previous period growth in the monetary base away, sterilizes it, to use the 1970s phrase
which Trichet has brought back into fashion. Base Rate (BR) has behaviors, it can wear
‘different hats’ and which hat is almost totally dependent upon where BR is starting from
and what the political outlook of the government is. Indeed what the strategy of the
Central Bank and the Public Authorities actually is, which is not always clear but that is
for another discussion.
There is no question that BR as a short run instrument of Monetary Policy particularly in
slowing down the growth of supply of money is a useful tool but BR has a much heavier
role across the economy, in a sense it is the link variable between the Real and the
Monetary side an Economy. Wearing that hat BR becomes, as I have described it earlier;
some discount function of Productivity (itself being a measure of ‘capital performance’ if
you like). When its wearing that hat, its not the current BR you are looking at it’s the
10Y, the yield on the 10Y; as Alan Greenspan said “… ten year anything”
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A Brief overview;
1979 thru 1983
- high interest
rates.

June 1979 Budget – Treasury Summary
MLR: raised by 2% to 14%. Bank lending: official corset controls continued for further
three months to mid-December. Money supply: target range for growth in sterling M3
reduced from annual rate of 8-12% to 7-11% in 10 months to April 1980. Target to be
rolled forward by 6 months next October. Public sector borrowing: to be cut to £8¼
billion or 4¼% of GDP in current financial year. State-owned assets: sales this year to
amount to £1 billion. Biggest slice comes from disposal of further part of government
shareholding in British Petroleum.
15.11.79 Chancellor in his statement on monetary policy announces several measures
aimed at controlling the growth of the money supply: - MLR increased to a record 17%.
June 1981 – Treasury - The main changes in monetary control are: Major changes in the
system of monetary control to be introduced from 20 August. Recognised banks and
licensed deposit-takers above a stated size will have to place non-interest-bearing
deposits equivalent to 0.5% of their eligible liabilities with the Bank; recognition that
finance houses face transitional problems which may require temporary alleviation;
criteria for the expanded club of banks whose bills are eligible; and an expansion of the
list of bodies included in the monetary statistics.
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Rational
Expectations

16. 9.81 Banks’ base rates rise by 2% to 14%.
1.10.81 Banks’ base rates rise by 2% to 16%.
25. 1.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 14%.
25. 2.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 13½%.
12. 3.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 13%.
8. 6.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 12½%.
14. 7.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 12%.
19. 7.82 Between 19 July and 17 August cut 1% off
the base rate in 2 stages.
2. 8.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 11½%.
18. 8.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 11%.
31. 8.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 10½%.
2. 8.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 11½%.
18. 8.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 11%.
31. 8.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 10½%.
7.10.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 10%.
14.10.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 9½%.
5.11.82 Banks’ base rates fall by ½% to 9%.
15.11.82 Sterling falls sharply against the dollar and
the D-Mark.
19.11.82 70% Britoil shares offered to public left
with underwriters.
The Treasury is frequently criticized for not specifying its macro-economic objectives in
a clear and easily testable form. The medium-term financial strategy (MTFS) unveiled in
March 1980 was a notable exception to this. For the first time, a Government's plans for
reducing money supply growth, public sector borrowing, public expenditure and
taxation over a four year period were published. It had taken the strict Monetary
Control policies of the Thatcher Government (for which Howe was actually more
responsible than he is given credit) & the consequent social unrest the country had
experienced to bring under control; to tame if you will, that monetary tsunami which
was exploding through the macroeconomic system as a result of the crazy parallel
universe Neo-Keynesian “multipliers for all” policies of the Labour Government of
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Callaghan. It had taken three full years to bring the Money Supply to some semblance of
sanity.

The Parallels
(with today)
are Analogous
Yes, BR ‘Bank Rate’ is starting from a very different place, I am aware we are at almost
negative real interest rates at the moment, firmly in a liquidity trap; but in effect HMT
are facing into a similar set of problems; a wall of crowded out, government generated,
financial market assets a lot of short duration but not all and we have no idea of when
and where this bundle of ‘marked money’ (created with the stroke of a pen and
thoroughly laundered by its wee ‘round trip’) will bust out of the world Capital Markets
system and actually make an impact on the real economy; as they were in 1979. And
today they are as much ‘fooled by randomness’ as hindsight leads us to forget they
actually were 1979 through 1983. We have all (subset: Economists, that is) already been
proved useless by not predicting the spillover effect of US QE on 3rd world commodity
prices. AS HMQ politely and ironically I guess petitioned some bright spark; ‘Could
none of you have seen this coming?’
The momentum behind rates had already built up before Thatcher was elected.
Thatcher was actually elected partially because the man on the Clapham Omnibus knew
that the Labour Government had totally lost control of the UK Economy; the City had
figured it out a year or two earlier and had been demanding more and more ‘ounces of
flesh’ from the bloated profligate government. The point is this, QE in a way is just
another name for “Bloated and Profligate”; in the short term they function the same
way, particularly if a Government is up around its overdraft limit (which applies to both
these LAB/CON sequential pairs). The mechanism to acquire the rights to 5.2bn sterling,
whether you want to build two aircraft carriers or you simply want to “inject” (in
Glasgow they might strengthen the metaphor a tad!) it into Capital Markets is identical
in the short term. The latter process has a longer life though. So, at some point this
supply of money is going to break through into the UK economy. It will be recognised in
the form of growing Money Supply numbers, the pound begins to behave like the
dollar; exactly the same place as Thatcher and Co. found themselves in 1979. BR got to
16% (I think it made 17) to choke off that Money in the longer run and then rates settled
at an equilibrium 10 or so, you might say right through the ‘Great Moderation’. How
much money is around right now? Even the authorities don’t know; Barcap and JPM will
have estimates but mine’s as good as theirs in this zone.
Oil Prices rising, commodities, crucially generalized as ‘Inflation Expectations’; if these
become settled then they factor into rates not only at the short end. It’s a one-way bet
rates for now, the up-escalator; Prices of 10Y secondary market paper should become a
little volatile if they haven’t already. But it’s the relative signals that yield transitions
send along the curve and the sometimes idiosyncratic if not expectationally-perverse
responses which us as ‘informed agents’ make to signals about the relative cost or return
on capital which facilitates the yield curve as the ultimate reaction function pivotal to 11
near-predictable human behavior.

Gilt Yields
and the FTSE100

Yet like a lighthouse for clear-headed investors, at least one measure of the market's
relative value is flashing a green light through the fog of fear. The long Gilt-Equity Yield
Ratio (GEYR), which provides an indication of how much investors are prepared to pay
for the uncertain dividend yield from shares compared to the super-safe return from UK
government bonds, or gilts.
Calculating the GEYR is easy. You simply divide the yield you can get from 10-year gilts
by the dividend yield from the FTSE 100 or the FTSE All-Share index, depending on
preference.
Currently the ten-year gilt yield is 3.5%, while the trailing reported dividend yield on
the FTSE 100 is 3.8%. This gives us a GEYR of 0.92.
Any number below 1 can be considered a bullish signal for shares. It shows that investors
are prepared to pay more for the fixed, known return from gilts than for an unknown
but potentially growing dividend income stream from equities.
In fact, for the past 50 years the GEYR has averaged nearer to 2 than 1!
Last week, U.K. 10-year government bond yields traded near an eight-month high on
concern accelerating inflation will lead the Bank of England to raise interest rates,
eroding returns from fixed-income assets. The yield on the 10-year gilt rose less than 1
basis point to 3.70 percent at 4:35 p.m. in London and earlier reached 3.76 percent, the
highest since May 18. The 4.75 percent security due March 2020 fell 0.04, or 0.4 pounds
per 1,000-pound ($1,597) face amount, to 108.08. Two-year yields were little changed
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at 1.28 percent.

EXIT
STRATEGY

For those of you following this laughably termed “exit strategy” from QE being “worked
out” by those pointy heads following George around the drawing rooms of number 11;
“wet finger in the air” more like & every single morning its different, I’ll bet! Anyway,
current trajectory appears to be to get the Governor all confussed and “hot and
bothered”; blame the inevitable rate rises ahead on him and then dump him out on
Threadneedle Street (roll him down the steps of Bank Tube), blaming it all on him!
Whilst at the same time using the Treasury’s now almost unlimited muscle in world
markets (nothing else is paying in CMs!) to tinker with the yield curve at the long end on
the (flimsy) theoretical basis that (such as it is) the only way out of Crowded Out
markets must be to alter the signalling on the yields wire hoping for a re-shuffle!!
So far all HMT seem to have got is inflation; insane equity markets and commodity
prices noone could afford! Oh Yes and the Big Society; extrapolating from IBM’s ‘Do
More with Less’ to ‘Do everything for nothing’.
Actually the strategy or is it more of a tactic (?) being pursued in the Treasury (and to an
extent the Bank) is ‘once painted into a corner simply pull any lever you can reach’; or at
least that’s how it seems to appear to a number of commentators. I mean just look at
that nutty position, now, in regard to the RBS and LBG equity – the lock-in to expected
issue price ‘thing’; both stocks have now become game-theoretic synthetic layered
options. They are as exotic as a x-dresser at a dinner party, right? See here,
here if you like.
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CONCLUSION

I don’t want to get all mechanistic and soap box about this, particularly not in the City of
Glasgow; I don’t want to come over all “ownership of the means of production”; ‘Red
Flag Flying High’! This idea came up in a conversation in the autumn of ’10 about how
Keynes had made so much money as bursar/Investment Manager for his College at the
University of Cambridge. Keynes period as bursar was roughly the twenty years 1918 –
1938; a period dominated by Government spending decisions ( - expectations of them &
thus issuance of Gilt Edged securities). Indeed no government spending decision was as
Iconic in that period as re-starting ‘Queen Mary’ from the mothballed hull on the Clyde
in 1935.
In our conversations in the autumn, we had seen this coming then. Keynes adopted the
“credit cycle theory of investment”. He described that as “Credit cycling means in
practice selling market leaders on a falling market and buying them on a rising one and,
allowing for expenses and loss of interest, it needs phenomenal skill to make much out
of it.” This approach advocated a close monitoring of monetary and economic
indicators in order to switch between equities, fixed income and cash. Keynes adopted
this same philosophy in managing the College funds and achieved his equity exposure
by spreading his portfolio widely across the leading stocks in each industry. Although he
briefly sought refuge in UK government securities in the early 1930s following the fall in
UK share prices, his resolve was not shaken. By the mid-1930s he was investing heavily in
UK equities.
Keynes didn’t have available some proxy to effectively short the Gilt market as we do,
today; but that’s the strategy which is the inevitable conclusion of the logic presented
here. I wrestled with this through the year end but came up with this analysis in the
Blythswood Hotel in the dark days and this paper is the final result. Be aware I am not
licensed to give investment advice and I offer no guarantee if you take this implicit
advice but there is an inevitable momentum I think in the process of the rate of interest
14
and this analysis simply presents the logic of the argument.
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APPENDIX
SUPPORTING ANALYTICS
- The Bank of England

The impact of asset purchase announcements
on gilt yields
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